FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BUSHIROAD REVEALS UPCOMING TITLES FOR WEIß SCHWARZ AT ANIME EXPO 2018

Los Angeles (July 6, 2018) - Bushroad unveils two new titles that will be featured in the English edition of
its popular Trading Card Game Weiß Schwarz at Anime Expo 2018. Weiß Schwarz allows players to relive
their favorite animations and games through an exciting, fast-paced card game. Popular titles such as
Sword Art Online, Attack on Titan, and KanColle have graced the game, along with many others.
Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card, the sequel to the popular 1998 animation Cardcaptor Sakura, will make
its debut in Weiß Schwarz. It will be the first English Edition Exclusive title to be released internationally
and will give players around the world a fresh new gaming environment. Previously, the titles released
in the English Edition were translated from the original Japanese Edition releases. Players can expect
more English Edition Exclusive titles in the near future.

A Trial Deck + and Booster Pack will be released for this title. A Trial Deck + contains a pre-made deck of
cards that can be used immediately for play, while the Booster Pack contains cards that will allow
players to upgrade their Trial Deck + or to build an entirely new deck.
The animation revolves around Sakura, a junior high school girl living in the fictional city of Tomoeda and
the master of a set of magical items called Sakura Cards. Something strange happens to her cards one
night, and mysterious occurrences begin affecting the city, spurring Sakura and her friends to set out
and investigate.
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The brother-sister gamer duo from No Game No Life will also take to the Weiß Schwarz stage.

A Trial Deck + and Booster Pack will be released for this title.
Sora and Shiro, genius gamers renowned for being undefeated, are challenged to a game by Tet, a god
of another world. They defeat him, and Tet offers them a chance to live in his world - a world centered
on games.
The official release dates for Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card and No Game No Life will be announced at a
later time.
Bushiroad also confirms that the much anticipated title Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World- will be
released in December 2018.

The release will include Trial Deck + & Booster Pack products.
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---------Bushiroad Inc. is an entertainment company known for developing Cardfight!! Vanguard, Future Card
Buddyfight, Weiß Schwarz, Dragoborne -Rise to Supremacy- and other card games, promotional items,
smartphone applications around the world.
Bushiroad Inc. consists of 7 sub-entities: Bushiroad Inc., Bushiroad International Pte Ltd, Bushiroad USA
Inc., Bushiroad Europe GmbH, Bushiroad Media, Bushiroad Music, and New Japan Pro-Wrestling Co.,
Ltd.
---------Bushiroad (English) - https://en.bushiroad.com/
Weiß Schwarz Official Website - https://en.ws-tcg.com/
Weiß Schwarz Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/WeissSchwarzTCG/
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